
Any Change? 
In this house an immigrant lives and his name is meaning. ― Adonis, ‘Music’, trans. Mattawa. 

 

In our increasingly hostile environment for migrant communities it can be important for them 

to make connections with similar groups for mutual support and defence; this anthology is 

rooted in that belief and more practically in a series of workshops for marginalised groups, 

initially funded by the Forward Arts Foundation through the David Oluwale Memorial 

Association. There, we distributed copies of Forward’s 100 Prized Poems as a basis for 

discussion and new writing (the sharp-eyed will notice Mona Arshi’s influence from that book 

on work in ‘Any Change?’). Some of these poetry groups continued under their own impetus or 

with voluntary input, such as my own with Leeds Irish Health and Homes. New connections 

were made through Pavilion’s ‘Interwoven Histories’, a two-year project addressing the 

histories of migrant workers to Leeds with a view to challenging current rhetoric around 

immigration through the arts. Now, a further Forward grant for National Poetry Day 2018, 

reflecting its theme of ‘Change’, has made this publication possible, though I should stress that 

only the printer was paid for ‘Any Change?’ with all profits going to the participating charities.  

 

The selection includes Sikh, Caribbean, Bengali, Bangladeshi, Sudanese, Romani, Somali, Irish, 

Jewish and African refugee writers, although Sai Murray’s ‘Majority Monitoring’ here literally 

has the last word on complex issues of identity as box-ticking exercises. A few poets here are 

internationally-known, such as Vahni Capildeo, Khadijah Ibrahiim and Niall Campbell: they 

settled happily alongside our charities’ service users who may have experienced homelessness, 

mental or physical ill-health, in print for the first time. The anthology’s red, white and blue 

cover alludes to Khadijah Ibrahiim’s opening poem, ‘Union Jack’ ―  recent harassment  of the 

Windrush generation was particularly felt in Leeds with a magnificent annual Carnival older 

than London’s. Leeds Young Authors and Leeds Dynamix testify to strong local writing traditions 

while Leeds Irish Health and Homes developed a very active poetry group now preparing its 

own anthology. The photo below is from a workshop at Touchstone, major local BAME service 

providers, and shows its Sikh new writers with Punjabi and Urdu translators considering at a 

draft of their group poem. The subject of food was chosen to pursue the idea that good food 

and good poetry both slow consumption in favour of savouring nuance. We chewed over 

various meanings of pheeka in three languages, paradoxically a word for ‘bland’, the opposite 

of what anyone wants to eat, read or write, but a perfect symbol of how working at a poem 

frees nutrients from apparently unpromising language, as that close encounters with other 

languages enriches our understanding of our own.  

 

Finally, I had great help from too many people to name in making ‘Any Change?’ but its pheeka 

cover, a cross between Gallimard Collection Blanche and WWll composting handbook, is my 

fault alone: l lacked time and art. Consider it the plain wrapping of a rare delicacy. Bon appétit. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


